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3,041,587 United States Patent Ofice ,,,,,, ,,, , ,,, 
mbchanical arrangement of angular sensing elemenb em- 
ployed in an embodiment of the invention. 

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated in FIG- 
URE 1, follower means, such as mechanical coupling or  Ala., assignors to the United States of America PB rep- resented by the Administrstor of the National Aero- 5 shaft 10, is employed to repeat the rotation of body ?'& 

naullcs and Space Administration the rotation of which is to be observed. Shaft 10 ia 
Filed Aug. 48,1961 Ser. No. 134,479 rotationally connected with shaft 13 of means, such as 

10 Claims. (dl, 340--198) sinecosine resolver 14, for providing electrical outputs 
(6ranted under Title 35, U.S. Code (19529, ecr. 266) proportional to the sine and cosine of the rotation of 

10 shaft 10 from a reference position. Resolver 14 is en- 
The invention described herein may be manufactured ergized by a regulated, constant amplitude source 16 of 

and used by or  for the Government of the United States alternating current (A.C.) voltage. 
of America for governmental purposes without the pay- The output of sine-cosine resolver 14 is fed as a first 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. alternating current input to demodulator 18 and a n  out- 

This invention relates to angular indicating and meas- 15 put of alternating current source 16 is fed as a second 
uement devices and particularly to an improved inter- input to demodulator 18. The two inputs are synchro- 
mediate accuracy angular measurement system. nously compared or rectified by demodulator 18 to pro- 

There are two general types of angular indicating or vide a direct current output to "fine" position indicator 
measurement systems being used today. One employs 20 which is proportional in magnitude to the first input 
digital coding and is capable of a very high degree of 20 to demodulator 18 and in sign to the phase of the first 
accuracy. The second type 1s the well known s ~ n c h r o  input to demodulator 18. As illustrated, fine position in- 
or selsyn transmitter-receiver system employing a form dicator 20 is a direct current, direct reading, digital volt- 
of synchronous motor. While the first tYP-3 mentioned meter indicating both the sign and magnitude of the de- 
is extremely accurate it is also extremely complicated, modulator output voltage. 
requires relatively elaborate equipment and is susceptible 25 Resolver 14 is of a known t m  of rotary transformer 
to error where the operating constants of the system are having a stator illustrated by stator coils 22 and 24 
not held to rigid standards. The ordinary synchro type oriented at a relative 90" and a rotor likewise compris- 
system, on the other hand, does not provide sufficient ac- ing two coils oriented at a relative 90" but with only 
curacy for many applications. Thus there is a void be- one of them, rotor coil 26, being used here and thus 
tween simple comse angular measurement devices and 30 shown as illustrating the rotor. m e  axes for the coils 
very complex, accurate devices. are in the plane of the paper. Stator coils 22 and 2-4 

It  is the object of the present invention to provide a sim- are selectively energized from regulated alternating cur- 
plified type of angular indicating, measurement o r  deter- rent source 16 through switching means, which include 
mining system which is iderenay rugged and will Pro- switch 28, to provide, selectively, primary flux fields which 
vide substantially greater accuracy than a comtnon sYn- 35 differ by 90". Coil 26 thus may be energized, selectively, 
chrotype system over a 360" range. by flux fields differing by 90°, the phase difference of 

In accordance with the invention an angular indicating sinesosine functions. 
instrument or system would be constructed in which the FIGURE 2 provides a plot of the output voltage (E) 
angular rotation to be monitored is coupled to means for of fine position indicator 20 versus the angular position 
translating the rotation into Separate electrical Output 40 0 of coil 26 with respect to coils 22 and 24. This output 
signals representative of the sine and cosine of the angu- voltage, which is represented by solid lines, is a composite 
lar rotation from a reference position. The system in- of the outputs derived by alternately energizing coils 22 
cludes means for sensing when rotation reaches Or passes and 24 in accordance with the schedule described 
through approximately 45", 135", 225" and 315". This Without regard to this schedule, assume that movable 
means for sensing would then energize switches which 45 contacts or contactor means 30 of switch 28 are in a lower 
would selectively provide either a sine or cosine output or Y (FIGURE 1)  and coil 22 is as 
in accordance with this schedule. From 315" to 4.5" and shown. As a result there would be maximum coupling 
135" to Z 5 " ,  there would be a sine output, and from 45" between soil 22 and secondary output coil 26, which is 
to 135" and 225" to 315" there would be a cosine output. psitiomd with ib axis parallel to that of coil 22. This 
It  has been found that in this manner a very sensitive 60 arrangement, and with phasing of the inputs 
angular indication can be obtained. This indication, which to resolver 14 and demodulator 18, produces a 
is in electrical form, may be either electrically employed positive output voltage from demodulator 18 and if the 
to control angular positioning equipment, as by servo angular position of shaft 10, which is rotationally linked 
means, or read out as a visual indication of position as to output coil 26, were as  0" we could assign 
by a volt-meter precalibrated for this purpose. As the 66 a proportionat value of unity to this output voltage and 
system thus far described will provide the same analog it would represent the cosine of 0°, a reference position. 
output in each 90' increment, commencing with 4SoJ AS shaft 10 is rotated by an angle B from the reference 
sensing means are added to indicate to which of these positim, the output voltage from coil 26 (energized by 
increments or quadrants the autput or output reading coil 22) at a cosine rate and when shaft 10, refer. and thus coil 26, is rotated 90°, the axes of coils 22 and The featurea of our invention which are believed to 26 will be and provide zan, or be novel are set forth with par~cularity in the claims. 
The invention itself, both as to i(s organization and method coupling, and thus zero or minimum output voltage from 
of operation, together with further objects and advantages coil 26 and demodulator 18 indicating the m i n e  of 90". 
thereof, may be best understood by reference lo he fob 65 If, instead, primary coil 24 has been energized (movable 
lowing description in conjunction with the ac- contacts 30 in their upper or X position) the variation 
companying drawings in which: would have been sinusoidal from zero output at 0" (the 

R G U R E  1 is a &agrammatic illustration of an SfUne reference m i t i o n )  to unity 'OUtpUt at 90'. The Out- 
ment of the invention: put voltages are of course indicated by indicator 20. 

FlGURE 2 is a graphic illustration of an operating ?O From an examination of ?he sine-rsine cum- illus- 
characteristic of the invention; and trated in FIGURE 2, it will be appreciated that the most 

FIGURE 3 is an exploded wrsm.tiva ~ e w  of a sensitive regions of change in output voltage indieh%d 
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by indicator 20 with changes in the angle 0 of shaft 10, function of mechanical coupling 1 O  of FTG 
that is where tached by bolt connectors 64 to a face plate 

AE of the missile and this bracket supports in  a fked man- 
Ae ner the outer cases 68 and 70, and thus the stators o r  

5 stator members of sine-cosine resolver 14 and synchro- 
is maximum, occurs when the orientation of the axis transmitter 34, respectively. Gravity means are em- 
output coil 26 with i ~ p e - = t  $0 the axis s driving ployed to provide a vertical mgular reference f w  the 
(coil 22 o r  24) is within *45"- Accordingly, switdhing system illustrated here and to accomplish this, pendulum 
means are employed by the invention to provide for 72 is connected to and suspended by shaft 13 of the rotor 
ternately switching from coil 24 to  22 at 450 (switching 10 or rotor member of resolver 14 and pendulum 76 is con- 
point "a") and 225" (switching p i n t  "c") and from nected to and suspended by shaft 35 of the rotor or rotor 
22 to coil 24 at 135' (switching pint "b") and 315" member of synchro-transmitter 34. The alignment of the 
(switching point "PI .  Switching is at these pendulums is such as to provide at one roll position of 
switch points by switching signal means which cOntml the missile (which may be arbitrarily determined) a 0" 
electromagnet 32 which in turn the position of 15 output from synchro-transmitter 34, and a corresponding 
contacts 30 of switch 28. The switching signal means in- zero voltage, first quadrant (315"-45") sine output from 
cludes synchr0-transmitkr 34, rotationally driven through resolver 14 indicating 0". The length, positioning and 
shaft 35 by shaft 10, and synchr*receiver 36 is spacing of pendulums 72 and 76 are adjusted to allow t o  and driven by the electrical output of synchro-transmit- for 360" rotation of mounting bracket 62 and missile 56 
ter 34. Shutter 38, Wnsisting of two oppositely POsi- 20 without interference between the pendulums as they main- tioned 90" opaque segments 40 of a circle, is mounted on tain a vertical position. 
shaft 42 of synohro-receiver 36. A light beam 44 from Inasmuch as in dealing with the sine-cosine resolver 
light source 46, and collimated by lens 489 is directed 14 and the synchro transmitten and receivers employed 
photocell 50 via a path which is through the path here it is relative movement between the rotor and stator 
of shutter 38. The light ham is by shutter 25 of each of these which is involved, it is to  be understood 
38 When shaft 42, synchronized 01' following shaft 10 and that the mechanical connections may & reversed without 
thus coil 26, is positioned between 45" and 135" and be- changing the operation of either. By this it is meant 
tween 225" and 315"j and is when the shaft that instead of the cases of resolver 14 and transmitter 
responds to wi t ions  between 135" and 2250 and between being fixedly mounted on bracket 62 and the pendu- 
315" and 45". These positions are with respect to the 30 lums suspended by shafts 13 and 35, the shafts could 
axis of stator coil 24 as an angular reference* which axis have been connected to mounting bracket 62 and the 
may be initially oriented to any desired angular p i t i o n .  cases to the pendulums. Likewise it is to be understood 
The switching signal means also includes a switching sig- that either set of coils (stator or rotor) of resolver 14 
rial amplifier, such as thyratron control circuit 52, which may be energized and the output taken from one coil 
in fespome to the output of photocell 50 energizes electre 35 of the other set. An alternate means for sensing and ob- 
magnet 32 when light is received by photocell 50. taining a switching signal a t  90' increments could h 

The reference position of mil 26 with respect shaft provided by placing shutter 38 directly on shaft 35 of 
10, the shaft position of shutter 38, and the direction of synchro-transmitter 34 or on shaft 13 of resolver 14. An- 
pull of electromagnet 32 upon swithing contacts 30 are other variation would be to combine the function of shut- 
all aligned to provide a switching signal each 90" of ro- 40 ter 38 with pendulum 72 or 76 in a single circular mem- 
tation of shaft 10 which causes contacts 30 to  reside in ber in which the shutter would consist of two oppositely 
either a contact X position or contact Y position appro- positioned 90" annular slots through which the light 
~ r i a t e  to provide a sine output from output coil 26 for beam from lens 48 would pass, and the pendulum por- 
positions of shaft 10, relative to the reference position, of tion would be a weighted segment, such as iron, in an 
3 15" to 4Sa and 135" to 22s0, and a cosine output for otherwise light metal, such as aluminum, construction. 
positions of shaft 10 which are within 45" to 135' and 43 By these alternate approaches receiver 36 could be elimi- 
225" to31S0. nated. 

By precalibration of indicator 20 in terms of both coils The operation of the system of the invention further 
22 and 24, as by test runs o r  by the use of Fourier series illustrated by FIGURE 3 is the same as that described 
in a digital computer, and knowing the quadrant, the above with regard t o  FIGURE I, and as graphically de- 
angular position of shaft 10 is indicated, as stated above, 50 picted by FIGURE 2. As shown by the latter, a cosine 
by a voltage readout of indicator 20. As a mxns of output of resolver 14 is provided when coil 22 is ener- 
determining which of the quadrants a reading is to  be re- gized and a sine output when coil 24 is energized. Switch- 
ferred to, and thus the actual angle, a "coarse" position ing between the coils in the manner discussed above is 
synchro-indicator 54 is provided. As shown, this indi- adjusted to utilize the sine output over its steepest por- 
cator is energized by an output of synchro-transmitter 65 tions, which it will be noted exist primarily from 315" 
34 and it comprises a synchro-receiver and a compass to 45' and 135" to 225". and to utilize the cosine output 
rose 55 upon which the coarse angle (rt 1 " ) is displayed. over its steepest portions, which exist between 45" and 
As in practice there are usually differences in the char- 135" and between 225' and 315". These outputs which, 
acteristics of input coils 22 and 24 which will provide dis- as described, are demodulated by demodulator 18 and 
tinct changes in output as these coils are switched, this 60 fed to  'Yine" position indicator 20 result in angular read- 
in itself signais a change from one coil to the other and out information accurate within * one minute of arc. 
thus the exact switching point need not be determined The particular significance of this figure of accuracy in 
precisely from coarse indicator 54. Synchro-transmitter this invention is that the accuracies are obtained with 
34 is mechanically linked to and provides angular align- relatively simple and mgged individual elements, such as 
ment with resolver 14, also connected to shaft 10. Syn- 65 resolver 14 and demdulator 18, and without a eomplex 
chro-transmitter 34, synchro-receiver 36, and synchro- interconnection of them. 
indicator 54 are powered with a reference voltage from While there have been describd what are at preseilt 
regulated alternating current source 16. considered preferred embodimenh of the invention, it 

As a further illustration of the invention, reference is will be obvious to those skilled in the art that various 
made to FEGURE 3 where the combination of elements 90 substitutions of elements arid mdiffcations and intercon- 
just dismssed is combined with other elements to  indi- nections of these elements may be made without depart- 
cats precisely the "roll" orientation of a large missile 56. ing from the invention; and it is aimed in the appended 
The missiie is rotatable upon a mounting frame 58 (by claims to cover all such changes and modifications dis- 
nneans of rollers not shown) which in turn is supported closed as are within the true spirit and scope of the in- 
by legs @. Mounting bracket 62, which provides the 16 vention. 
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We claim: tude of said Erst signals being .a sine function of the angu- 
i. h angular indicating sgrstem comprising follower lar deviation of said rotor and stator members from a ref- 

means adapted to be wr~pled b a rotatable body the erence alignment and said second signals being a cosine 
rotation of which is to be ohsewed for repeating the an- function of said angular deviation, follower means re- 
g u l s  robtion d said body, e l e c t i d  means co'ipIed with, ti sponsive to the rotation of said body for rotating one 
said follower m a n s  for providing a first electrical out.: of said members, means wnnected to the other one of said 
put proportional to the sine of the angle through which members for positioning said other one in a reference 
said follower means is rotated from a reference position position, a source of constant frequency alternating cur- 
and for providing a sewnd electrical output proportional rent connected 50 said resolver input, switching means 
to the cosine of the angle through which said follower 10 operatively connected to said sinecosine resolver for pro- 
means is rotated from said reference position, switching viding as output signals sine outputs when said angular 
means coupled with said electrical means for selectively deviation is between 315" and 45" and between 135" and 
providing in an alternating sequence said &st and sewnd 225" and for providing cosine outputs when said angu- 
outputs as a selected output, which selected output al- lar deviation is between 45" and 135" and between 225" 
ternates in response to a switching signal, switching sig- 16 and 315", demodulation means responsive to said con- 
nal means responsive to said follower means for provid- stant frequency source of alternating current and to said 
ing said switching signal to said switching means each 90" output signals of said switching means for providing a 
of rotation of said follower means, said switching signal direct current voltage proportional to the output of the 
means being aligned to provide as said selected output said sine-cosine resolver, means coupled to the output of 
said first output for angular rotation of said follower 20 said demodulation means for indicating the sign and am- 
means from said reference position of angles through a plitude of said direct current voltage, means responsive 
first quadrant between 315" and 45" and a third quadrant to said follower means for providing a coarse indication 
between 135" and 225", and said sewnd output for angles of said angular deviation. 
through a second quadrant between 45" and 135" and a 7. The angular measurement system set forth in claim 
fourth quadrant between 225" and 315', means respon- 26 6 wherein said last named means comprises a synchro- 
sive to said selected output for indicating said selected transmitter having a rotor member and stator member, 
output, and warse indicating means responsive to said coupling means coupling said transmitter and said body 
follower means for indicating at least which of said for producing a relative angular deviation of said trans- 
quadrants the angle repeated by said follower means is mitter rotor and stator members corresponding to the 
within. 30 angular deviation between said resolver rotor and stator 

2. The angular indicating system set forth in claim 1 members, and a synchro-receiver being electrically con- 
wherein said coarse indicating means comprises a syn- nected to the output of said synchro-transmitter, visual 
chro-transmitter rotationally wupled to said follower indicating means being wnnected to the rotor of said 
means and a synchro-receiver electrically wupled to the synchrereceiver for giving a coarse indication of the 
output of said synchro-transmitter. 36 angular position of said body. 

3. The indicating system set forth in claim 2 wherein 8. The angular measurement system set forth in claim 
said electrical means wmprises a sine-cosine resolver 7 wherein one of said members of said resolver corn- 
having a stator and mtor and providing sine and cosine prises first and second electrical coils, the axes of said 
outputs as a function of the angular deviation of said coils being oriented a relative 90" and said switching 
rotor and stator from a reference alignment. 40 means comprises means for energizing the f h t  of said 

4. The indicating system set forth in claim 3 wherein mils for providing a sine output of said resolver and 
said switching signal means is responsive to an output for energizing the sewnd of said coils for providing a 
of said synchro-transmitter and comprises electro-me- cosine output of said resolver. 
chanical means for alternately passing and blocking a 9. The angular measurement system set forth in claim 
light beam at 90' increments and photoelectric means 46 8 wherein said switching meam comprises a synchro. 
responsive to said light beams as passed and blocked for receiver electrically responsive to the output of said 
providing said switching signal. synchro-transmitter and wntactor means responsive to 

5. The indicating system set forth in claim 3 wherein an output of said last named synchro-receiver for selec- 
said switching signal means comprises a second said syn- tively energizing said first or second said coils. 
chro-receiver electrically wnnected to the output of said 60 10. The measurement system set forth in claim 9 
synchro transmitter and includes means mechanically mu- wherein said means connected to the other one of said 
pled to the output of said second synchro-receiver for members of said resolver comprises a first suspended 
controlling said switching signal. pendulum and said coupling means includes a second pen- 

6. An angular measurement eystem for measuring the dulum suspended by one of said members of said trans- 
rotation of a body comprising a sinecosine resolver hav- '' mitter, the other of said members of said transmitter 
ing a rotor member, a stator member, an electrical source being fixedly connected to said M y .  
input, and an electrical output, the said output providing 
first and second alternating current signals, the ampli- No references cited. 




